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Executive Summary 
 

High seas marine ecosystems are facing a variety of threats, including fish stock 

overexploitation; the destruction of deep-sea habitats by harmful fishing gears; and illegal, 

unreported, and unregulated fishing. To help combat these threats, regional fisheries 

management organizations (RFMOs) can implement area-based management tools (ABMTs)—

methods of spatial regulation, such as closed areas, that address human impacts on marine 

spaces by restricting certain activities. While ABMTs, also called closures for the purposes of the 

study, offer benefits that can help reduce stress on high seas ecosystems, research suggests 

that they should be coupled with strong monitoring to best provide these benefits. In the past, 

insufficient technology posed an obstacle to monitoring high seas fishing effort. However, 

increasingly common automatic identification system (AIS) data, which are broadcast from 

fishing vessels and communicate vessel identity and location information, provide an ideal 

mechanism to assess fishing activity in international waters.  

To understand vessel compliance with ABMTs implemented by RFMOs, I used processed 

AIS data from Global Fishing Watch (GFW) to evaluate fishing effort inside closures on the high 

seas from 2017 to 2019. So that I could accurately assess compliance using the GFW dataset, I 

focused on spatial closures with temporal or gear restrictions. I obtained a list of 13 closures 

across four RFMOs—IATTC, NAFO, NEAFC, and SEAFO—for 2017 and 14 closures across five 

RFMOs—IATTC, NAFO, NEAFC, SEAFO, and SIOFA—for 2018 and 2019. Results revealed that 11 

of the 14 total ABMTs examined likely experienced illegal fishing across all three years, with a 

total of 13,259.7 hours of fishing effort classified as illegal based on my analysis occurring in 

2017, 12,664.3 hours in 2018, and 14,541.1 hours in 2019.  

Analysis of this fishing effort, as well as its scientific and regulatory context, 

demonstrates that although many closures appear to have reduced effort relative to 

surrounding areas, illegal activity inside ABMTs could compound with other factors to threaten 

marine habitats. For example, almost all closures designed to protect vulnerable marine 

ecosystems (VMEs)—groups of species that are particularly vulnerable to fishing impacts 

because of their slow growth rates, late maturation, and fragile structures—contain fishing 

effort with prohibited gears across all three years. This harmful illegal fishing effort may 
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combine with the host of other complications surrounding VME protection, such as data 

scarcity, the lack of RFMO responsiveness to scientific advice, and VME-harming activity just 

outside closure boundaries, to inflict damage on these fragile ecosystems. Although data about 

VME location is sparse, the small proportion of VMEs estimated to be protected in many 

RFMOs suggests that most VMEs are more subject to destructive activities than their enclosed 

counterparts.  

Other factors may also affect the success of ABMTs with which vessels are relatively 

compliant. Some long-standing closures designed to protect fish stocks with low numbers have 

small amounts of fishing effort, but the fish species have not recovered, suggesting that new 

management strategies are needed to combat other stock threats. Additionally, vessels are 

perfectly compliant with the only closure analyzed designed to protect highly migratory fish 

species and appear to be responsive to shifts in its regulations. However, this closure is 

estimated to be only a small part of the management program for these stocks, and their health 

overwhelmingly depends on the success of other measures. Ultimately, these analyses give 

insight into the success of current RFMO closures and suggest future considerations in the use 

of ABMTs by regional fishery bodies. 
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Abbreviations 
 
 
Abbreviation Meaning 

ABMT Area-based management tool 

AIS Automatic identification system 

CEM Conservation and enforcement measure 

CM Conservation measure 

CMM Conservation management measure 

EEZ Exclusive economic zone 

FAD Fish aggregating device 

FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations  

FMC Flag State Fisheries Monitoring Centers 

GFW Global Fishing Watch 

IATTC Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission 

ICES International Council for the Exploration of the Sea 

IUU Illegal, unreported, and unregulated 

MCS Monitoring, control, and surveillance 

MPA Marine protected area 

NAFO Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization 

NEAFC North-East Atlantic Fisheries Commission 

RFMO Regional fisheries management organization 

SEAFO South East Atlantic Fisheries Organization 

SIODFA Southern Indian Ocean Deepwater Fisheries Association 

SIOFA Southern Indian Ocean Fisheries Agreement 

SPRFMO South Pacific Regional Fisheries Management Organization 

UNFSA United Nations Fish Stocks Agreement 
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1. Introduction 
 

 The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) estimates that 

approximately 60 percent of fish stocks are fished to capacity while about 34 percent are fished 

at unsustainable levels (FAO 2020). The proportion of stocks fished to capacity has been 

climbing since the late 1980s, while the percentage of overfished stocks has steadily increased 

since the mid-1970s (FAO 2020). Pelagic fish species may be particularly exploited: as the 

demand for seafood products has heightened over the last six decades, commercial fishing 

activities have risen sharply in shared international waters, the areas of the ocean beyond the 

exclusive economic zones (EEZs) within nations’ jurisdictions (also called the high seas; Cullis-

Suzuki and Pauly 2010).  As of 2010, approximately 67 percent of straddling and highly 

migratory stocks were overfished or depleted, while less than half that percentage were 

overfished in national waters (FAO 2009; Cullis-Suzuki and Pauly 2010; Dunn et al. 2019). With 

this heavy exploitation, biomass for most high seas fish species is declining (Cullis-Suzuki and 

Pauly 2010). 

Illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing contributes to high seas fish stock 

exploitation. IUU fishing refers to fishing activities that do not comply with relevant 

management obligations and can include a wide range of activities in international waters—for 

example, violating the rules of a fisheries management body or fishing while not being 

registered with a particular country (NOAA Fisheries 2019). These activities can be perpetuated 

by a variety of fishers, from those working in small-scale fisheries to those engaged in 

international crime efforts (NOAA Fisheries 2019; Song et al. 2020). Current and accurate 

assessments of IUU fishing activity are difficult to obtain due to its covert, coordinated, and 

often widespread nature; however, research suggests IUU fishing imposes immense costs on 

marine environments (Agnew et al. 2009; NOAA Fisheries 2019). Literature estimates of global 

annual fishing losses from IUU fishing, as assessed in 2009 for both national and international 

waters, range between $10 and $23.5 billion, or 11 to 26 million tons of fish (Agnew et al. 

2009). In addition to immediately contributing to the overexploitation of fish stocks, including 

those on the high seas, IUU fishing can indirectly cause further overfishing to occur. IUU fishing 

activities inhibit the ability of fisheries managers to accurately assess stock numbers, potentially 
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leading to the overestimation of quotas and compounded overexploitation of fish populations 

(Agnew et al. 2009; NOAA Fisheries 2019). 

Fish stock overexploitation is not the only threat facing high seas marine ecosystems. 

Certain benthic habitats are recognized by the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) and 

the FAO as vulnerable marine ecosystems (VMEs), groups of species—such as corals, sponges, 

or sea pens—that are particularly vulnerable to fishing impacts because of their slow growth 

rates, late maturation, and fragile structures (Ashford et al. 2019; Bell et al. 2019). VME species 

contribute benefits to both their surrounding environment and human society, providing a 

variety of ecosystem services, novel biomolecules for use in medicine, and guidance for new 

material designs (Ashford et al. 2019). They also are relied upon by some commercially 

important fish species as sites for shelter, food, and spawning (Ashford et al. 2019).  These 

sensitive, deep-sea habitats are especially vulnerable to destruction by the use of harmful, 

bottom-contact fishing gears, such as demersal trawls (Gjerde et al. 2013; Ardron et al. 2014; 

Druel and Gjerde 2014; Ashford et al. 2019; Bell et al. 2019). While it is difficult to precisely 

estimate the damage already inflicted on VMEs, the UNGA and the FAO have recognized 

bottom fishing as an urgent threat to deep sea habitats since the early 2000s (DSCC 2017). 

These challenges are exacerbated by traditionally poor management regimes (Gjerde et 

al. 2013; FAO 2012; FAO 2020). To manage high seas fish stocks and prevent their 

overexploitation, approximately 18 major regional fisheries management organizations 

(RFMOs; Figure 1) were established—mostly in the latter half of the twentieth century—and 

charged with overseeing stocks in particular regions of the high seas (Dunn et al. 2018). While 

RFMOs have historically guided the overfishing of stocks and allowed large bycatch rates via 

their lax regulations and enforcement methods (Haas et al. 2020), they have a variety of tools 

at their disposal to control the amount of fishing effort within their convention areas, where it 

is concentrated, and its impacts on surrounding ecosystems (Dunn et al. 2018). For example, 

annual total allowable catches, observer coverage, and requirements for gear to possess certain 

characteristics are all methods RFMOs use to direct fishing effort and mitigate adverse impacts 

of fishing inside their jurisdictions (Dunn et al. 2019). Another possible method that RFMOs can 

leverage to regulate the impact of fishing effort in specific locations are area-based 
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management tools (ABMTs)—methods of spatial regulation, such as closed areas, that address 

anthropogenic impacts in marine areas by restricting certain types of activity (Dunn et al. 2019). 

ABMTs, also called closures for the purposes of this study, have been used by RFMOs in their 

management efforts, particularly by RFMOs that oversee fragile VME habitats (Ardron et al. 

2014; Dunn et al. 2019). However, the RFMOs that manage tuna and tuna-like fish species 

(mostly a subset of RFMOs known as tuna RFMOs; Figure 1) have established few ABMTs—

likely due to enforcement challenges, the need to deploy these areas under the authority of 

multiple international stakeholders, and the difficulty of selecting particular regions to conserve 

in dynamic offshore ecosystems (Boerder et al. 2019; Dunn et al. 2019; Ortuño Crespo et al. 

2020). 

 

 

Figure 1 Some of the major tuna RFMOs (right) and non-tuna RFMOs (left; WhoFishesFAR [date unknown]). 

 

While not every RFMO has widely implemented ABMTs, closures offer benefits that 

could help alleviate stress on high seas stocks and ecosystems. Areas that restrict fishing 

activities with certain gears or at specific times can positively affect organism’s size, abundance, 

habitat, and ecosystem function while reducing threats (Halpern and Warner 2002; Claudet et 
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al. 2008; Lester et al. 2009; Gaines et al. 2010; Reimer et al. 2020). These effects can be 

especially beneficial for VMEs, where large-scale closures to bottom trawling and other 

destructive fishing methods can protect VME resources as well as the species that depend on 

them (Sumaila et al. 2007; Wright et al. 2015). In fact, some have identified ABMTs as a crucial 

component of VME management strategies to avoid significant adverse impacts to these 

sensitive ecosystems (Roberts et al. 2005; Auster et al. 2011; Gianni et al. 2011).  

Although ABMTs are an established VME protection tool, their role in the protection of 

large, highly mobile pelagic fish species is less certain.  Critics have cited species mobility, 

spatial and temporal dynamism, and enforcement challenges as reasons why implementing 

ABMTs to protect migratory species may be complex and not necessarily beneficial (Game et al. 

2009; Kaplan et al. 2010; Game et al. 2010). However, because these species move in defined 

patterns, return to the same locations, and tend to aggregate in groups, recent research 

suggests they may too benefit from ABMTs. Thoughtfully implemented closures, particularly 

around locations where species go through important life history periods, can help pelagic 

stocks reap similar benefits as VMEs—including resilience to stock collapse and poor 

management decisions (Boerder et al. 2019). Successful deployment of ABMTs for highly 

mobile pelagic species has already been documented, with benefits including species size 

increases, spillover, and reduced species bycatch (Dunphy-Daly 2015; Boerder et al. 2019). 

While ABMTs may benefit both seafloor habitats and migratory fish stocks, their 

implementation could have the side effect of increasing fishing effort in the area surrounding 

the closure. The practice of fishing close to a marine reserve boundary is called “fishing the 

line,” and fishers that engage in this behavior are likely benefiting from the spillover of fish 

across closure boundaries that is associated with marine protected areas, or MPAs (Murawski 

et al. 2005; Kellner et al. 2007). Although this tactic may benefit small numbers of fishers, large 

quantities of fishing effort close to an ABMT may diminish both the fished stock and protected 

population (Hilborn 2002; Halpern et al. 2004; Kellner et al. 2007). Fishing the line has been 

documented near both large-scale pelagic reserves by commercial fishing vessels (Boerder et al. 

2017) and small marine reserves (Murawski et al. 2005; Kellner et al. 2007). For example, an 

analysis of commercial tuna purse seine fishing effort near the Galápagos Marine Reserve 
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revealed that fishing effort was denser near the reserve boundary: up to four times more 

fishing effort occurred within 20 kilometers of the ABMT than in the surrounding area (Boerder 

et al. 2017). 

To achieve maximal ABMT benefits and manage possible adverse effects of fishing close 

to reserve boundaries, research suggests closure implementation on the high seas should be 

coupled with strong monitoring and enforcement efforts (Dinmore et al. 2003; Hiddink et al. 

2006; Edgar et al. 2014; Wright et al. 2015). In the late 1990s, the international fishing 

community formally began to recognize the importance of regulating and monitoring high seas 

fishing activity to prevent IUU fishing. In 1995, the newly adopted United Nations Fish Stocks 

Agreement (UNFSA) required implementation of effective monitoring, control, surveillance 

(MCS), and enforcement measures (Dunn et al. 2018). The FAO Code of Conduct for 

Responsible Fisheries, also published in 1995, called for the same (FAO 1995; Dunn et al. 2018). 

In the last two decades, efforts to reduce IUU fishing through effective MCS have included the 

development of RFMO regulations, information-sharing organizations, and legislation. For 

example, some RFMOs publish public lists of vessels known to have participated in IUU fishing, 

and the International Monitoring, Control, and Surveillance network provides a platform for 

fisheries law enforcement professionals to exchange information. Most recently, the 

Agreement on Port State Measures to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and 

Unregulated Fishing, which entered into force in 2016, is a binding international agreement 

that aims to reduce the financial incentives of IUU fishing by requiring parties to deny port 

entry and port services to IUU fishing vessels (Dunn et al. 2018).  

While there have been advancements in MCS within the last two decades, there are still 

obstacles to thoroughly monitoring high seas fishing activity. Countries have struggled with 

incomplete compliance with the UNFSA and the FAO Code of Conduct (Pitcher et al. 2009; Dunn 

et al. 2018). Additionally, RFMO confidentiality restrictions often prevent researchers from 

obtaining data to assess fishing effort, and any publicly available data often lacks the resolution 

to provide insight into the compliance and impacts of fishing activity (Dunn et al. 2019). In the 

past, the technology used to monitor effort has also posed a barrier: using onboard observers, 

logbooks, or electronic vessel monitoring systems to record fishing activity on selected vessels 
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produced sparse datasets that could not be accurately used to evaluate global fishing effort 

(Anticamara et al. 2011; Watson et al. 2013; Kroodsma et al. 2018).  

However, increasingly prevalent automatic identification system (AIS) tracking data 

provide an ideal mechanism to assess vessel interaction and compliance with high seas ABMTs 

(Dunn et al. 2018). AIS data are broadcast from transmitters aboard fishing vessels and 

communicate vessel identity and location information, and they can be received by nearby 

vessels, ground station AIS receivers, and AIS-capable satellites (Dunn et al. 2018). While AIS 

was originally intended to help prevent vessel collisions, the abundance of information its data 

provide—such as vessel identifying information, current position, speed, and course—has led to 

its emergence as a powerful, and often publicly available, vessel monitoring and tracking tool 

(Natale et al. 2015; Dunn et al. 2018). The international nonprofit Global Fishing Watch (GFW) is 

one organization that processes commercial fishing vessel AIS data and makes it accessible for 

public use. While only a small portion of the world’s 2.9 million motorized fishing vessels carry 

AIS, it is estimated that vessels with AIS are responsible for 50 to 70 percent of fishing effort 

more than 100 nautical miles from shore and as much as 80 percent of fishing effort in 

international waters, making AIS data from organizations like GFW a suitable tool for 

monitoring fishing vessels in international waters (Kroodsma et al. 2018; GFW [date unknown]). 

For this project, I used AIS data from GFW to evaluate the interaction and compliance of 

fishing vessels with ABMTs implemented by both tuna and non-tuna RFMOs in the international 

waters of the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans. Specifically, I sought to determine the 

quantity of fishing effort taking place at prohibited times or with prohibited gear types inside 

RFMO spatial closures from 2017 to 2019. The results of these analyses can provide insight into 

the success of different RFMO closures, suggest possible deficiencies in closure 

implementation, and point to future directions and considerations in the use of ABMTs by 

regional fishery bodies. 
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2. Materials and Methods 
 

2.1 Compilation of closure list 
 

I obtained 2017–2019 conservation measures (also called conservation and 

enforcement measures and conservation management measures, depending on the RFMO) 

from each website of all RFMOs present in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans. I then 

compiled a table of all measures across those years that contained a spatial component of any 

kind. I included spatially and temporally broad recommendations (for example, those that 

proposed banning driftnets inside the entirety of an RFMO’s spatial area for an indefinite period 

of time) as well as more specific resolutions (for example, those that prohibited a specific 

activity, such as using a fish aggregating device (FAD), in a small area during a certain time of 

year).  

From the noted RFMO ABMTs, I selected the closures for which I would be able to 

clearly assess closure violations using the GFW dataset (section 2.2). The obtained GFW data do 

contain the date of fishing activity along with the gear type used, so I included spatial closures 

with a time (fishing is only allowed during certain weeks or months of the year) and/or gear (for 

instance, fishing with longlines is prohibited) component. These GFW data do not note the 

species targeted by fishing vessels, FAD use, or specific gear qualities, such as mesh size or net 

length. I excluded closures with restrictions based on these sorts of characteristics unless I 

could use a feature of the data as a substitute to draw conclusions about violations. For 

example, the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) prohibits fishing for squid in 

some parts of its convention area, a restriction that does not reference a time, location, or gear 

type. However, it is probable that these squid are caught using squid jiggers, a specific gear type 

that can be used to assess closure compliance. 
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2.2 Data acquisition, aggregation, and analysis 
 

Global Fishing Watch (GFW) provided 2017–2019 satellite vessel tracking and fishing AIS 

data containing the following variables: 

• Date of the data 

• Latitude for the lower-left corner of the grid cell in which the vessels were 

present (at 100th degree resolution) 

• Longitude for the lower-left corner of the grid cell in which the vessels were 

present (at 100th degree resolution) 

• ISO3 code for the flag state of the vessels 

• Gear type with which the vessels were equipped 

• Hours the vessels were present in the grid cell 

• Hours the vessels spent fishing in the grid cell 

• The number of vessels present in the grid cell  

I performed all data analyses using Python (version 3.6.12) in the integrated 

development environment Spyder (version 3.3.6). I used the ArcPy package (version 2.6) for all 

spatial analyses and the pandas package (version 1.1.3) for all tabular analyses. I conducted all 

spatial analyses using the geographic coordinate system World Geodetic System (WGS) 1984.  

Using coordinates obtained from RFMO conservation measures, I created shapefiles 

containing polygons of each selected 2017–2019 spatial closure. I then aggregated GFW fishing 

effort data by date, latitude, longitude, and gear type, excluding data points not within 5 

degrees of any closure in any direction. I used the wrangled fishing effort data to create 

shapefiles containing points at the provided longitudes and latitudes, preserving the date, 

latitude, longitude, vessel presence, fishing effort, and vessel quantity information in the 

shapefile’s attribute table. Because these coordinates represented the lower-left corner of a 

0.01-degree by 0.01-degree grid cell, 0.005 degrees was subtracted from each longitude value 

and added to each latitude value to shift each point to the center of its cell. Then, I found all 

points within each spatial closure. For closures without a time component—that is, ABMTs that 

enforced the same restrictions year-round—I created summary tables for each closure 
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containing the total fishing effort by gear type. For closures with a time component, I calculated 

fishing effort by gear type both by and across dates when the ABMT was both open and closed. 

I used similar methods to calculate the fishing effort taking place surrounding each 

closure. After creating spatial buffers of 1 degree around each closure polygon, I used the 

buffers and shapefiles containing fishing effort points to find all the points within each buffer. 

For closures lacking a time component, I summarized the hours of fishing effort inside buffers 

by gear type. For closures with a time component, I calculated the hours of fishing effort by and 

across dates when the ABMT was both open and closed. I performed all these analyses for each 

individual closure and each year, resulting in this collection of shapefiles and summary tables 

for each of the closures present in 2017, 2018, and 2019. 

 
2.3 GFW vessel classification 

 

To produce datasets containing information about specific vessels—including 

information about the gear type they employ—GFW combines data from vessel registries, AIS 

activity and identity information, and vessel characteristics inferred from their neural networks. 

Currently, GFW classifies fishing vessels into 17 different classes using these tools, and some of 

these classes are nested to represent increased levels of specificity. When vessel registry 

information and GFW’s neural networks cannot classify a vessel into one of the most specific 

gear categories, it is placed into a higher order class. For example, if a fishing vessel does not 

clearly fall into any category, it will be grouped into the broadest category, fishing. Similarly, if 

GFW can determine that a vessel is a purse seiner but not whether it is a tuna purse seiner or 

another type of purse seiner, it will be placed in the more general category purse seines. 

 
2.4 Identification of illegal gear types 

 

From my generated summary tables containing fishing effort information across all gear 

types, I manually selected the gear types for each closure that likely represented fishing effort 

with illegal gears. For one closure—SEAFO’s VME closure, which is closed to all gears at all 

times—this included all gear types. For other VME ABMTs closed only to bottom-contacting 

gears, the most prevalent type of closure, I included the general fixed gear category and all of 
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its nested types (pots and traps, set longlines, and set gillnets) along with trawls. The trawls 

category incorporates both pelagic and bottom trawls, so it is possible that some trawl fishing 

inside VMEs is not actually in violation of closure rules. However, because bottom trawling is 

recognized as a fishing practice intensely destructive to seafloor habitats (Ardron et al. 2014), I 

chose to include it in the calculation of illegal fishing effort for closures with bottom-contact 

gear restrictions. Other general categories besides trawls were not included in illegal fishing 

effort calculations when there was the possibility that they contained both illegal and legal gear 

types; rather, they were only included when all nested gear types were prohibited. For 

example, if an ABMT forbade the use of only set longlines, I would not incorporate the fixed 

gear category in my calculation of illicit effort. It is possible that the specific gear type used 

within the fixed gear category was a set longline, but it is also possible that it was a set gillnet or 

a trap, two permitted gears. 

The violation of RFMO conservation measures is a form of IUU fishing. Illegal fishing—

the ‘I’ in in IUU—includes fishing activities within RFMO jurisdictions that do not adhere to 

RFMO regulations, such as using a specific gear type in an area where that gear type is 

prohibited by an RFMO measure (FAO [date unknown]). To reflect the fact that the activities 

discussed here violate or could violate RFMO regulations based on my analyses, they are 

characterized as “illegal” or “classified as illegal.” However, it is not certain that all of these 

fishing activities actually defy RFMO regulations; it is likely not feasible to completely and 

correctly identify all fishing effort performed in violation of RFMO ABMT measures. Instead, I 

used these analyses and careful assumptions to arrive at estimates of fishing effort performed 

in restricted areas or with restricted gear types. 

 
2.5 Data visualization 

 

I created data visualizations using ArcGIS Pro (version 2.6.0) and the ggplot2 package 

(version 3.3.2) in R (version 4.0.2) within RStudio (version 1.2.5042). 
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3. Results 
 

3.1 Closures identified for analysis 
 

 My initial documentation of all spatial RFMO measures resulted in a list of 29 closures 

across eight RFMOs. After selecting the closures that I could best examine using the GFW data, I 

obtained a list of 13 closures across four RFMOs—IATTC, NAFO, NEAFC, and SEAFO—for 2017 

and 14 closures across five RFMOs—IATTC, NAFO, NEAFC, SEAFO, and SIOFA—for 2018 and 

2019 (Table 1, Figure 2). Seven of the 2017 ABMTs and eight of the 2018–2019 ABMTs were 

protecting VMEs or restricting bottom-contact gears, while one aimed to protect migratory fish 

stocks. Each year from 2017 to 2019, there were four closures with a temporal component. 

That is, all but four of the identified closures were in place from January to December for the 

years they were in effect. 

 
Figure 2 All ABMTs analyzed as they appear in 2019. For more information about closure changes across years, see specific 
closure maps below as well as Appendix A. 
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Table 1 ABMTs selected for analysis; activities considered illegal inside each ABMT; gear categories in the data that were 
classified as prohibited; the temporal extent of each ABMT (if applicable); and, of the years 2017–2019, the years the closure 
was in effect. 

 

RFMO ABMT Activity prohibited GFW gear categories 
classified as illegal 

Temporal 
extent (UTC) Years of analysis in place 

IATTC El corralito 

Fishing for yellowfin, bigeye, 
and skipjack tunas by purse-
seine vessels >182 metric 
tons carrying capacity 

Purse seines 
Other purse seines 
Tuna purse seines 

10-09–11-08 2017–2019 

NAFO 

Shrimp 3L Shrimp fishing Trawls  2017–2019 

Shrimp 3M Shrimp fishing Trawls 06-01–12-31 2017–2019 

Squid Squid fishing Squid jiggers 01-01–06-30 2017–2019 

VME coral 
3O Bottom fishing 

Dredges 
Fixed gear 
Pots and traps 
Set gillnets 
Set longlines 
Trawls 

  2017–2019 

VME 
seamount Bottom fishing 

Dredges 
Fixed gear 
Pots and traps 
Set gillnets 
Set longlines 
Trawls 

  2017–2019 

VME 
sponge/coral Bottom fishing 

Dredges 
Fixed gear 
Pots and traps 
Set gillnets 
Set longlines 
Trawls 

  2017–2019 

NEAFC 

Blue ling Bottom fishing 

Dredges 
Fixed gear 
Pots and traps 
Set gillnets 
Set longlines 
Trawls 

02-15–04-15 2017–2019  

Rockall 
haddock 

All fishing except with 
longlines 

Drifting longlines 
Set longlines  2017–2019  

VME Bottom fishing 

Dredges 
Fixed gear 
Pots and traps 
Set gillnets 
Set longlines 
Trawls 

  2017–2019  

SEAFO 

Bottom 
fishing 

All fishing except with set 
longlines 

All except: 
Set longlines   2017–2019 

VME All fishing All   2017–2019 
VME 
Valdivia 
Bank 

Fishing except with pots and 
set longlines 

All except:  
Pots and traps 
Set longlines 

  2017–2019 

SIOFA VME Bottom fishing except with 
trap and line methods 

Dredges 
Set gillnets 
Trawls 

  2018–2019 
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3.2 Fishing effort with prohibited gear types inside closures without temporal components 
 

3.2.1 NAFO closures 
 

 Most NAFO closures exhibited a pattern of fishing effort classified as illegal rising before 

falling again, although these changes occurred in different magnitudes . Illegal fishing in the 

NAFO coral 3O closure, one of NAFO’s three ABMTs designed to protect VMEs, increased from 

2017 to 2018 but fell to pre-2017 levels in 2019 (Tables 2–4, Figures 3 and 4). Inside the 

sponge/coral closure, another VME ABMT, fishing effort with illegal gear types also increased 

from 2017 to 2018 before returning to approximately 2017 levels in 2019 (Tables 2–4, Figures 3 

and 4); however, these changes were more moderate than those of the NAFO coral 3O closure. 

In the shrimp 3L closure, NAFO’s only non-VME closure without a temporal component, fishing 

effort using prohibited gears more than doubled from 2017 to 2018 (Tables 2 and 3, Figures 3 

and 4). Effort declined in 2019, but it remained at nearly twice 2017 levels (Tables 2 and 4, 

Figures 3 and 4). The NAFO seamount closure, the third NAFO closure created to protect VMEs, 

displayed a different pattern. Approximately 200 hours of fishing effort classified as illegal 

occurred in 2017, but effort dropped to less than 25 percent of that value in 2018 and 2019 

(Tables 2–4, Figures 3 and 4). 

For most non-temporal NAFO ABMTs, legal fishing effort inside the closure remained 

higher than illegal fishing effort (Figure 4). This difference was especially pronounced for the 

VME seamount closure, where fishing effort with permitted gear types was five times higher 

than fishing effort with prohibited gear types in 2017, 60 times higher in 2018, and 20 times 

higher in 2019 (Figure 4). The sponge/coral closure was the only NAFO ABMT where, in the 

scope of my analysis, legal fishing effort was ever lower than illegal fishing effort, and this 

relationship was true across all three years (Figure 4). 

 
3.2.2 NEAFC closures 
 

 The two non-temporal NEAFC closures exhibited different patterns in their amounts of 

fishing effort that used prohibited gear types. In the Rockall haddock closure, fishing effort was 

reduced by approximately half (from about 27 hours to about 12 hours) from 2017 to 2018 
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while fishing effort inside the VME closure remained about the same, shifting from about 317 

hours to 325 hours (Tables 2 and 3, Figures 3 and 4). In both closures, though, effort with illegal 

gears increased from 2018 to 2019 (Tables 3 and 4, Figures 3 and 4). For the VME closure, the 

2019 level of effort with illegal gear types was about 8 percent higher than the amount of 

fishing with prohibited gears in 2018 (Tables 3 and 4, Figures 3 and 4). For the Rockall haddock 

closure, 2019 effort was nearly three times higher than 2017 effort and over six times higher 

than 2018 effort (Tables 2–4, Figures 3 and 4). 

 Inside both NEAFC’s Rockall haddock and VME closures, there were similar trends in the 

amount of fishing with permitted gear types compared to the amount of fishing with prohibited 

gear types. Fishing effort inside these closures with legal gears was considerably higher—always 

about 5 times or more—than fishing effort with illegal gear types in both 2017 and 2018 (Figure 

4). However, in 2019, legal fishing effort dropped below illegal fishing effort for both closures, 

with effort using permitted gear types reduced to about half of the fishing effort using 

prohibited gear types for the VME closure (Figure 4). For the Rockall haddock closure, legal 

effort was about one-third of illegal effort (Figure 4). While this change in relationship between 

effort types did correspond with a rise in fishing using illegal gears from 2018 to 2019 (Figure 3), 

there was an even more pronounced reduction in legal fishing effort during this same time 

(Figured 5). It appears to be the drop in effort using permitted gears, rather than the more 

moderate rise in prohibited effort, that is responsible for this change; if legal effort would have 

remained at any of its 2017 or 2018 values for either closure, there would have been more legal 

effort than illegal effort in 2019 even accounting for prohibited effort shifts. 

 
3.2.3 SEAFO closures 
 

Like the NAFO non-temporal closures, all of the SEAFO closures exhibited similar 

patterns in their amounts of fishing effort with prohibited gear types across years. Inside the 

SEAFO bottom fishing closure—where only fishing with set longlines was permitted—the only 

fishing that occurred from 2017 to 2019 used drifting longlines, an illegal gear type. Fishing 

effort with drifting longlines fell across all three years, declining about 700 hours each from 

2017 to 2018 and 2018 to 2019 (Tables 2–4, Figures 3 and 4). Illegal fishing effort inside the 
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SEAFO VME closure—where all fishing with any kind of gear is prohibited—also dropped across 

all three years. Fishing effort was about 70 hours lower in 2018 than 2017, while fishing effort 

in 2019 was about 1400 hours lower than 2018 (Tables 2–4, Figures 3 and 4). Across all non-

temporal closures, only these two SEAFO closures have hours of illegal effort in the thousands 

for individual years.  

Fishing inside the SEAFO Valdivia Bank closure displays these same patterns. The SEAFO 

Valdivia Bank closure, while included in the conservation measure that implements the more 

restrictive SEAFO VME closure, allows fishing with pots and set longlines instead of prohibiting 

all gears. Inside this ABMT, illegal fishing effort declined from about 76 hours in 2017 to fewer 

than 5 hours in both 2018 and 2019 (Tables 2–4, Figures 3 and 4). Except for the Valdivia Bank 

closure, no SEAFO closures had any fishing effort with permitted gear types from 2017 to 2019 

(although legal fishing effort is not possible inside the VME ABMT as it is closed to all fishing). 

For the one year, 2017, fishing effort with gear types other than those that were prohibited 

occurred inside the Valdivia Bank closure, fishing took place for less than one hour (Figures 4 

and 5).  

 
3.2.4 SIOFA VME closure 
 

There was no fishing with gear types classified as illegal in SIOFA’s VME closure—its only 

ABMT—for the two years it was in place during the scope of this analysis, 2018 and 2019 

(Tables 3 and 4, Figures 3 and 4). The rest of the fishing effort inside the closure during those 

years, all legal, declined by about half from 2018 to 2019 (Figures 4 and 5). 
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Figure 3 Natural log of the hours of fishing effort inside all closures—when they were in effect—from 2017 to 2019. Only fishing 
effort classified as illegal is displayed. 
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Figure 4 Natural log of the hours of fishing effort inside all closures—when they were in effect—from 2017 to 2019. Both fishing 
effort classified as legal (green) and illegal (red) are displayed. 
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Figure 5 Natural log of the hours of fishing effort inside all closures—when they were in effect—from 2017 to 2019. Only fishing 
effort classified as legal is displayed. 

 
3.3 Fishing effort with prohibited gear types inside closures with temporal components 
 

Three of the four ABMTs included in my analysis that have temporal components—that 

is, that are in effect only at certain times of the year—had no illegal fishing effort during the 

time the area was closed. No fishing effort with the identified prohibited gear type, squid 

jiggers, took place inside the NAFO squid closure from 2017 to 2019, both when the closure was 

in effect and when it was not (Tables 2–4, Figures 3 and 4). NEAFC’s blue ling closure also had 

no illegal fishing effort within its boundaries at any time across all three years (Tables 2–4, 

Figures 3 and 4). However, while the blue ling closure also contained no legal fishing effort at 

any time, the NAFO squid closure had large amounts of legal effort—always at or over 100,000 
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hours, due to its size—inside the closure both when it was and was not in effect (Figures 4 and 

5). Inside IATTC’s corralito closure, no purse seines of any kind were used when it was in effect 

in 2017, 2018, and 2019 (Tables 2–4; Figures 3, 4, and 6). Vessels did fish with purse seines in 

the closure area outside of the closed period, though, in quantities ranging from nearly 2,000 to 

about 3,500 hours each year (Figure B1). 

The remaining ABMT with a temporal component did contain fishing effort with gear 

types identified as illegal during the time it was closed to those gears. The NAFO Shrimp 3M 

area was closed to shrimp fishing for just over half of the year (seven months) from 2017 to 

2019, but much of the trawling effort that took place over the course of each year occurred 

during these seven months (Figure 7). The hours vessels spent trawling remained about the 

same in 2017 and 2018—about 3500 hours (Tables 2–3, Figures 3 and 4). However, the trawling 

effort more than doubled in 2019 (Table 4, Figures 3 and 4). Although the time vessels trawled 

was much reduced inside the ABMT during the five months of the year when it was not closed 

to shrimp fishing (Figure 7), similar effort trends during these five months were present across 

years. Vessels spent over 300 hours trawling during this five-month period in each 2017 and 

2018, while over 600 hours of trawling effort occurred in 2019. Additionally, during the seven 

months the closure was in effect, fishing effort was overwhelmingly classified as illegal. In 2017, 

the only type of fishing effort that took place was trawling. In 2018, about one hour of fishing 

with legal gears took place, and in 2019, vessels spent 300 hours fishing with legal gears (about 

5 percent of the trawling effort during that same period; Figure 4). 
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Figure 6 Hours of fishing effort with gear types classified as illegal inside IATTC’s corralito closure—i.e., all purse seine types. 
Purse seine effort is shown when the closure both is and is not in effect. In el corralito, no fishing with illegal gears occurs inside 
the closure boundary during the 2017–2019 closure time periods. 

 

 

 

IATTC corralito closure (in effect October 9—November 8) 
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Figure 7 Hours of fishing effort with gear types classified as illegal inside NAFO’s shrimp 3M closure—i.e., trawls. Trawl effort is 
shown when the closure both is and is not in effect. 

 
3.4 Summary of results across closures 
 

 Overall, fishing effort classified as illegal declined from 2017 to 2018 and increased from 

2018 to 2019. About 13,260 hours of fishing effort took place in 2017, 12664 in 2018, and 

14541 in 2019 for a total of approximately 40,465 hours (Tables 2–4). In both 2017 and 2018, 

the illegal fishing effort within temporal closures was about one-third of that within non-

temporal closures (Tables 2–3); in 2019, fishing effort within temporal closures was higher than 

that within nontemporal closures by over 650 hours (Table 4).  

 

 

NAFO shrimp 3M closure (in effect June 1—December 31) 
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Table 2 Presence and fishing effort, both in hours, by vessels using gear types classified as illegal inside ABMTs and at times when ABMTs are in 
effect in 2017. The number of vessels contributing to these activities is also shown. Italicized closure names indicate closures with temporal 
components. 

2017 

RFMO ABMT 
Presence by vessels using gear types 
classified as illegal (hours) 

Fishing effort by vessels using gear 
types classified as illegal (hours) Vessel count 

 El Corralito  0  0  0 

NAFO 

Shrimp 3L 276.67 273.40 91 

Shrimp 3M 3549.66 3509.41 8617 

Squid  0  0  0 

VME coral 3O 129.03 128.95 35 

VME seamount 234.73 205.76 457 

VME sponge/coral 141.81 141.06 319 

NEAFC 

Blue ling  0  0  0 

Rockall haddock 26.87 26.16 34 

VME 320.41 317.22 373 

SEAFO 

Bottom fishing 2938.23 2880.88 12485 

VME 5846.10 5700.94 14583 

VME Valdivia Bank 82.08 75.92 85 

Total  13545.59 13259.71 37079 

 

Table 3 Presence and fishing effort, both in hours, by vessels using gear types classified as illegal inside ABMTs and at times when ABMTs are in 
effect in 2018. The number of vessels contributing to these activities is also shown. Italicized closure names indicate closures with temporal 
components. 

2018 

RFMO ABMT 
Presence by vessels using gear types 
classified as illegal (hours) 

Fishing effort by vessels using gear 
types classified as illegal (hours) Vessel count 

 El Corralito 0  0  0  

NAFO 

Shrimp 3L 694.22 685.48 423 

Shrimp 3M 3484.31 3453.47 8624 

Squid 0  0  0  

VME coral 3O 205.53 205.50 136 

VME seamount 52.04 41.21 82 

VME sponge/coral 157.93 157.60 314 

NEAFC 

Blue ling 0  0  0  

Rockall haddock 12.31 12.31 16 

VME 325.30 324.89 403 

SEAFO 

Bottom fishing 2208.04 2146.81 11178 

VME 5761.40 5632.11 17532 

VME Valdivia Bank 5.19 4.94 26 

SIOFA VME 0  0  0  

Total  12906.29 12664.33 38734 
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Table 4 Presence and fishing effort, both in hours, by vessels using gear types classified as illegal inside ABMTs and at times when ABMTs are in 
effect in 2019. The number of vessels contributing to these activities is also shown. Italicized closure names indicate closures with temporal 
components. 

2019 

RFMO ABMT 
Presence by vessels using gear types 
classified as illegal (hours) 

Fishing effort by vessels using gear 
types classified as illegal (hours) Vessel count 

 El Corralito 0  0  0  

NAFO 

Shrimp 3L 517.11 517.04 230 

Shrimp 3M 7722.62 7603.72 24137 

Squid 0  0  0  

VME coral 3O 98.08 97.75 46 

VME seamount 58.04 48.79 97 

VME sponge/coral 145.35 144.23 320 

NEAFC 

Blue ling 0  0  0  

Rockall haddock 77.75 77.75 75 

VME 358.08 351.90 645 

SEAFO 

Bottom fishing 1511.90 1454.27 8337 

VME 4466.36 4244.48 17025 

VME Valdivia Bank 1.31 1.19 9 

SIOFA VME 0  0  0  

Total  14956.59 14541.11 50921 
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4. Discussion and Conclusions 
 

My findings demonstrate that there is likely some level of illegal fishing effort taking 

place inside most RFMO ABMTs I examined in this analysis. Despite these instances of 

noncompliance, vessels seem to frequently adhere to closure regulations overall, with visibly 

less vessel activity often present inside closures. However, vessel interactions with closures, 

and the impacts of these interactions on surrounding ecosystems, vary by RFMO. 

 
4.1 IATTC  
 

  There was no purse seine fishing of any kind inside IATTC’s corralito closure in 2017, 

2018, or 2019. These gaps in effort are noticeable among the regular purse seining that occurs 

during the rest of the year (Figure 6), and spatial and temporal patterns suggest precise 

awareness of closure restrictions. During all three years, vessels began fishing with tuna purse 

seines within one or two days of both the closing and opening dates of the area (Figure 6), and 

fishing effort took place close to its boundaries while the closure was in effect, sometimes in 

high quantities (Figures 8 and 9). Additionally, vessels complied with el corralito even after 

recent policy changes. From 2009 to 2016, el corralito was closed from September 29 to 

October 29; in 2017, the closure period was shifted to October 9–November 8 to accommodate 

the extension of a different purse seine closure (International Fisheries…2017). These results 

suggest that, from 2017 to 2019, purse seiners were compliant with the corralito closure and 

responsive to regulation changes.  It is possible that this compliance results, at least in part, 

from IATTC’s observer program. In the eastern Pacific Ocean—where el corralito is located—an 

observer must be present on each trip made by purse seiners with a capacity more than 363 

metric tons, and at least 50 percent of the observers assigned each year to national fleets must 

be observers from IATTC rather than observers from the vessel’s flag state (IATTC 2009).  

Vessel compliance with el corralito does not necessarily indicate that yellowfin, bigeye, 

and skipjack stocks—the tuna species el corralito is designed to protect—in the eastern Pacific 

Ocean are healthy. While no purse seining effort appears inside the closure, its close spatial and 

temporal proximity to el corralito could still harm the species this ABMT is attempting to 
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conserve (Kellner et al. 2007). Additionally, to manage these species, IATTC predominantly 

relies upon a total closure of the purse-seine fishery in its convention area for 72 days (IATTC 

Scientific Advisory Committee 2017). Meanwhile, the closure of the corralito area for one 

month of the year is estimated to be equivalent to a three-day closure of the entire purse-seine 

fishery in IATTC’s jurisdiction (IATTC Scientific Advisory Committee 2014; IATTC Scientific 

Advisory Committee 2017). While vessels appear to be in perfect compliance with el corralito 

according to this analysis, the status of tuna stocks in the eastern Pacific Ocean likely largely 

depends on vessel adherence to the 72-day total closure to purse seining. However, juvenile 

bigeye tuna do occur with the greatest frequency inside the corralito area (WCPFC 2015), so el 

corralito could be specifically important for facilitating the recruitment of this species.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
  2017 2018 

2019 
 

IATTC el corralito closure (in effect October 9–November 8) 

Figure 8 Locations of fishing activity inside and around IATTC’s corralito 

ABMT from 2017 to 2019 while it is in effect from October 9 to November 

8. All points, even those outside the closed area, represent only nonzero 

fishing effort with gears prohibited inside the closure. Pink points indicate 

fishing effort classified as illegal (i.e., fishing effort inside the ABMT), blue 

points show fishing effort taking place within one degree of the closure 

boundary, and gray points depict all other effort. 

Claire Mullaney
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2017 2018 

2019 
 

IATTC el corralito closure (in effect October 9–November 8) 
 

Figure 9 Quantity of fishing hours inside and around IATTC’s corralito 

ABMT from 2017 to 2019 while it is in effect from October 9 to November 

8. All shaded areas, even those outside the closed area, represent only 

nonzero fishing effort with gears prohibited inside the closure. Pink 

indicates a high amount of effort while blue indicates a low amount of 

effort. 

Claire Mullaney
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4.2 NEAFC 
 

 In my analysis, I found levels of illegal fishing across all NEAFC closures except for the 

blue ling closure. However, NEAFC compliance reports do not fully concur with these results. 

While no NEAFC contracting parties reported infringements on the blue ling closure from 2017 

to 2019, they also did not report any infringements on the Rockall haddock closure, an ABMT 

where I found between about 12 and 78 hours of fishing with classified illegal gears each year 

(Figure 10; NEAFC 2018a, 2019, 2020). NEAFC also did not find any significant violations of its 

VME closure. Like the blue ling and Rockall haddock closures, no NEAFC contracting parties 

reported infringements on the recommendation implementing the closure, but NEAFC also 

discusses additional monitoring procedures in place for VME closures (NEAFC 2018a, 2019, 

2020). The Secretariat monitors warnings that are generated when specific groups of fishing 

vessels—that is, vessels that may be engaging in activity contrary to regulations in force—enter 

closed areas and shares these reports with flag State Fisheries Monitoring Centers, or FMCs 

(NEAFC 2015a, 2018a, 2019, 2020). In the case of reports of illegal vessel interaction with the 

VME closure, NEAFC states that “[t]he almost totality of these warnings are considered by the 

Secretariat as ‘false positives’ and the FMCs that have reacted to the lists confirmed it” (NEAFC 

2018a, 2019, 2020). Meanwhile, I found more than 315 hours of illegal fishing effort inside 

NEAFC’s VME closure each year from 2017 to 2019 (Figure 11). Differing data sources or 

methodologies, as well as the possibility that the Secretariat has access to additional 

information to check findings, could be responsible for these discrepancies.  

 Although the blue ling and Rockall haddock closures have each been in place for over a 

decade, neither blue ling nor Rockall haddock stocks have shown signs of improvement 

according to NEAFC reports. The Rockall haddock stock was initially assessed to be in good 

shape: in 2008, the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES)—the organization 

from which NEAFC takes scientific advice—noted that Rockall haddock had a biomass above, 

and fishing mortality below, precautionary levels (NEAFC 2008). By 2010, recruitment was low 

and directed fishing for Rockall haddock was not recommended (NEAFC 2010), and in 2013, 

recruitment was described as having been low for “a number of years” (NEAFC 2013c). 

Recruitment has since slightly improved, but it remains below average, and catch 
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recommendations continue to be reduced (ICES 2019b, ICES 2020a). Because the Rockall 

haddock closure is designed to protect juvenile Rockall haddock (ICES 2016), it is possible that 

illegal fishing activity in this area is contributing to the low recruitment identified in this fishery. 

Although vessels seem to be relatively compliant with this ABMT—there is clearly less fishing 

activity inside the closure than outside of it—perhaps this effort is enough to inflict damage on 

a vulnerable population, or perhaps the more frequent fishing close to the boundary of the 

closure encroaches on the habitat of juvenile haddock (Figure 10). 

Less is known about the blue ling stock. In the early 2000s, ICES identified it as suffering 

reduced reproductive capacity and advised that no fishing of blue ling should take place (ICES 

2003). ICES provided similar advice in 2019, stating that, as there were no signs of stock 

rebuilding, the blue ling closure and the prevention of directed fishing should remain in place 

(ICES 2019a). ICES also noted that fishing effort was likely low—because of management 

measures like the blue ling closure—but ultimately unknown (ICES 2019a). Unlike the Rockall 

haddock closure, the results of this analysis show perfect vessel compliance with the blue ling 

closure, yet there continues to be reduced blue ling stock sizes. It is worth noting that there are 

additional blue ling spawning areas besides the one enclosed by NEAFC’s blue ling ABMT that 

remain open to fishing year-round (ICES 2007). 

In addition to the illegal fishing of NEAFC VME closures found in this analysis, the history 

of advice provided to NEAFC about VME protection suggests that some of its VMEs may remain 

vulnerable to degradation. While ICES notes the scarcity of data on vulnerable deep-water 

habitat abundance (ICES 2010), they also discuss new data and use it to recommend updates 

(ICES 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015). For example, ICES provided advice to NEAFC about closure 

boundary modifications from 2008 to 2016 (ICES 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 

2016). Based on this advice, NEAFC has revised its VME closures consistently over the past 

decade (NEAFC 2009, 2013a, 2013b, 2014, 2015b, 2018b). However, ICES has reiterated several 

pieces of advice over multiple years that have never been incorporated into NEAFC’s regulatory 

framework, and it eventually ceased providing this advice. For example, ICES suggested 

revisions to the boundary of the northwest Rockall closure—a polygon within the overall NEAFC 

VME closure—from 2010 through 2016 to incorporate more areas containing cold-water coral 
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(ICES 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016). In 2017, though, ICES noted the presence of 

VME indicators outside of the closure boundary but maintained that it needed no revisions 

(ICES 2017b). Similarly, ICES recommended the closure of an area known as Josephine 

Seamount each year from 2012 through 2016 but then ceased giving this advice—even though 

Josephine Seamount remained, and remains still, a region open to bottom fishing (ICES 2012, 

2013, 2014, 2015, 2016; NEAFC 2014). From 2018 to 2020, ICES recommended no changes to 

closures or closure boundaries, even though some of these consistently recommended changes 

had not ever been implemented (ICES 2018, 2019, 2020).  

This regulatory history suggests that some VMEs in the NEAFC convention area may be 

vulnerable to degradation from destructive fishing practices because of the rejection of 

consistently advised protective measures. This vulnerability is exacerbated by the fact that, as 

found in this analysis, some level of illegal fishing is likely occurring inside the areas of NEAFC 

that are closed to bottom-contact fishing (Figure 11). Additionally, it is possible that some parts 

of NEAFC’s VME closure provide less protection to VMEs than others; some closure polygons 

overlap or are surrounded by areas open to bottom fishing (Figure C1), which may leave ABMTs 

more likely to be encroached on by vessels using prohibited gear types (ICES 2017a). This ICES 

assessment is supported by the results of this analysis. Much of the vessel activity inside the 

VME closure is inside the polygons surrounded by regions open to bottom fishing, and there is 

also frequent fishing near the boundaries of these polygons, including the polygon for which 

ICES consistently recommended revisions to protect more VME species (Figure 11). Because 

NEAFC only requires observers on vessels exploratory bottom fishing (NEAFC 2014)—that is, 

bottom fishing outside of existing closures and established bottom fishing areas—observers are 

likely not present to monitor vessels moving between these two spaces. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
  2017 2018 

2019 
 

NEAFC Rockall haddock closure 

Figure 10 Locations of fishing activity inside and around NEAFC’s Rockall 
haddock ABMT from 2017 to 2019. All points, even those outside the 
closed area, represent only nonzero fishing effort with gears prohibited 
inside the closure. Pink points indicate fishing effort classified as illegal 
(i.e., fishing effort inside the ABMT), blue points show fishing effort taking 
place within one degree of the closure boundary, and gray points depict all 
other effort. 

Claire Mullaney
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2017 2018 

2019 
 

NEAFC VME closure 

Figure 11 Locations of fishing activity inside and around NEAFC’s VME 
ABMT from 2017 to 2019. All points, even those outside the closed area, 
represent only nonzero fishing effort with gears prohibited inside the 
closure. Pink points indicate fishing effort classified as illegal (i.e., fishing 
effort inside the ABMT), blue points show fishing effort taking place within 
one degree of the closure boundary, and gray points depict all other 
effort. 

Claire Mullaney
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4.3 NAFO 
 

To analyze the NAFO squid and shrimp closures—all three of which prohibited fishing 

for specific organisms but did not regulate gear type usage—I had to make significant 

assumptions. Despite its large area, the NAFO squid closure had no fishing with the classified 

illegal gear type, squid jiggers, at any time during 2017–2019. While commercial fishing vessels 

fishing for squid sometimes use squid jiggers, they may also use other gears like purse seines 

(Commercial…[date unknown]). With fewer than 22 hours of non-tuna purse seining occurring 

in NAFO Divisions 3 and 4 (the area of the squid closure) each year, it is possible that calculated 

illegal fishing effort in the squid closure would still be low, if not zero, if purse seine effort were 

to be included.  

While the fishing effort identified as illegal in NAFO’s squid ABMT could be an 

underestimate, it is possible that illegal fishing effort is overestimated for the shrimp closures. 

The shrimp 3L closure had illegal fishing effort that ranged from about 270 hours to about 685 

hours, with effort peaking in 2018 (Figure 12). Inside the shrimp 3M closure, at least 3,400 

hours of fishing effort classified as illegal took place each year, and in 2019, there was twice 

that much effort (Figure 13). Although bottom trawls are used in commercial shrimp fisheries 

(Zaima 2014), they are used in other fisheries as well—especially in the vicinity of both these 

closures, which lie inside the area of NAFO where fishing with bottom-contact gears is 

permitted (Figure C2). The data used also do not discriminate between midwater and bottom 

trawls, so this fishing effort calculation likely includes both trawl types. Additionally, there are 

currently moratoria on both of these shrimp fisheries. Directed effort towards shrimp in NAFO’s 

3M region has been prohibited since 2011 (NAFO 2017a), and in NAFO’s 3L region, since 2015 

(NAFO 2017b). Combined, these assumptions suggest that at least some of the fishing inside 

the NAFO shrimp closures is not illegal.  

 

 

 

 



  

2017 2018 

2019 
 

NAFO shrimp 3L closure 

Figure 12 Locations of fishing activity inside and around NAFO’s shrimp 3L 

ABMT from 2017 to 2019. All points, even those outside the closed area, 

represent only nonzero fishing effort with gears prohibited inside the 

closure. Pink points indicate fishing effort classified as illegal (i.e., fishing 

effort inside the ABMT), blue points show fishing effort taking place within 

one degree of the closure boundary, and gray points depict all other 

effort. 
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  2017 2018 

2019 
 

NAFO shrimp 3M closure (in effect June 1—December 31) 

Figure 13 Locations of fishing activity inside and around NAFO’s shrimp 3M 

ABMT from 2017 to 2019 while it is in effect from June 1 to December 31. 

All points, even those outside the closed area, represent only nonzero 

fishing effort with gears prohibited inside the closure. Pink points indicate 

fishing effort classified as illegal (i.e., fishing effort inside the ABMT), blue 

points show fishing effort taking place within one degree of the closure 

boundary, and gray points depict all other effort. 

Claire Mullaney
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Even if I have identified some legal effort, though, the emergence of patterns in the 

shrimp 3M ABMT invite further investigation. The vast majority of trawling effort—along with 

some of the largest quantities of it—occurs when the closure is in effect, with a sharp increase 

in effort at the beginning of the closure period (Figure 7). Additionally, there are lower 

quantities of effort in the region around the closure boundary when the closure is in place 

(Figure 7). If vessels are adhering to the moratorium and not fishing for shrimp, there seems to 

be some other characteristic of the shrimp 3M region during this time that invites trawl fishing. 

In 2017, fishing with classified illegal gear types in the NAFO VME seamount closure was 

higher than that in the coral 3O and sponge/coral closures. However, the NAFO VME seamount 

closure had considerably less illegal fishing effort in 2018 and 2019 than these other VME 

closures, despite having an area larger than each of them (Figures 14–16). Although this drop 

corresponds to the year one of the NAFO VME seamount closure polygons changed shape and 

reduced in size, this polygon contained no fishing effort I identified as illegal in 2017 (when the 

polygon was its original shape) or in 2018 (when its shape was updated; Figure 15). 

Additionally, this shift incorporated more seamounts into the closure and eliminated areas 

devoid of them (NAFO Scientific Council 2017)—presumably also including more regions 

frequented by commercially important fish species that could be attractive to vessels (Ashford 

et al. 2019). However, because of the seamount ABMT’s size, fishing effort is still relatively low 

compared to other NAFO VME closures across all three years, with seamount closure polygons 

containing sparse fishing activity (Figures 14–16).  

Like with NEAFC’s VME closure, the location of NAFO’s bottom footprint offers an 

explanation for these patterns of fishing effort. NAFO’s footprint, or the area of NAFO where 

fishing with bottom-contact gears is currently permitted, is adjacent to the eastern edge of the 

coral 3O ABMT and fully encloses the sponge/coral ABMT (Figure C2). Although the outline of 

the footprint is not shown on the maps of NAFO’s fishing effort, two rounded concentrations of 

bottom fishing activity extending out from Canada’s EEZ depict its shape (Figures 14–16). Like in 

NEAFC, a high concentration of fishing activity is present in VME ABMTs enclosed by or adjacent 

to bottom-fishing areas relative to VME closures removed from these footprints. Perhaps the 

proximity of these two area types makes vessels prone to accidental fishing inside closures. For 
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example, in the coral 3O closure, illegal fishing effort often appears just at the edge of the 

closure closest to the footprint (Figure 14); the sponge/coral closure consists of many small 

polygons amid areas where bottom fishing is legal, so avoiding them may be challenging for 

vessels (Figure 16). Whether closeness of VME closures and bottom fishing areas facilitates 

mistaken illegal fishing or provides an easier opportunity to willfully engage in it, this pattern 

across two RFMOs suggests that this arrangement will result in elevated illegal fishing activity 

inside ABMTs close to footprints relative to their more distant counterparts. Despite the 

apparent presence of illegal fishing, the distribution of fishing activity surrounding NAFO’s VME 

closures—sparse bottom fishing everywhere but the footprint and reduced fishing activity 

inside ABMTs compared to surrounding areas—suggest general closure compliance (Figures 

14–16). In NAFO’s own compliance assessments using the vessel monitoring system, a form of 

electronic monitoring similar to AIS except that it is less publicly accessible and transmits 

information less frequently, it found no fishing inside any of its VME closures from 2017 to 2019 

(NAFO 2018, 2019, 2020). 

Like with other RFMOs, additional factors at play in NAFO have the potential to 

jeopardize VME health. According to NAFO’s records, much of the commercial fishing activity in 

its jurisdiction is conducted with bottom-contact fishing gear. In 2018, 38 out of 43 total fishing 

vessels operating in NAFO’s regulatory area used bottom trawls as their primary gear type, and 

90.6 percent of fishing days were spent targeting demersal species with bottom trawls (NAFO 

2019); these values have held relatively steady since 2009 (NAFO 2019). NAFO also employs 

bottom-contact gear for its own purposes, using bottom trawls in its regulatory area—including 

inside VME closures—to conduct scientific surveys and assess stocks (NAFO Scientific Council 

2019). NAFO continues to request that its Scientific Council evaluate the impact of these 

trawling surveys on VMEs inside closed areas; however, the Scientific Council has consistently 

advised that they are harmful and that eliminating surveys performed within VME closures will 

have minimal impacts on stock assessments (NAFO Scientific Council 2018, 2019). Additionally, 

there is overlap between VME closures and oil and gas activity, including exploration licenses 

and two wells inside the sponge/coral closure (Figure C3; NAFO Scientific Council 2020). 
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2019 
 

NAFO coral 3O closure 

Figure 14 Locations of fishing activity inside and around NAFO’s VME coral 

3O ABMT from 2017 to 2019. All points, even those outside the closed 

area, represent only nonzero fishing effort with gears prohibited inside the 

closure. Pink points indicate fishing effort classified as illegal (i.e., fishing 

effort inside the ABMT), blue points show fishing effort taking place within 

one degree of the closure boundary, and gray points depict all other 

effort. 
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NAFO seamount closure 

Figure 15 Locations of fishing activity inside and around NAFO’s VME 

seamount ABMT from 2017 to 2019. All points, even those outside the 

closed area, represent only nonzero fishing effort with gears prohibited 

inside the closure. Pink points indicate fishing effort classified as illegal 

(i.e., fishing effort inside the ABMT), blue points show fishing effort taking 

place within one degree of the closure boundary, and gray points depict all 

other effort. 
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NAFO sponge/coral closure 

Figure 16 Locations of fishing activity inside and around NAFO’s VME 

sponge/coral ABMT from 2017 to 2019. All points, even those outside the 

closed area, represent only nonzero fishing effort with gears prohibited 

inside the closure. Pink points indicate fishing effort classified as illegal 

(i.e., fishing effort inside the ABMT), blue points show fishing effort taking 

place within one degree of the closure boundary, and gray points depict all 

other effort. 
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 Despite engaging in potentially harmful survey practices, NAFO has been attentive to 

VME protection relative to other RFMOs (Bell et al. 2019). In the mid-2000s, NAFO began 

implementing regulations to comply with most UNGA mandates and has engaged in additional 

VME research; for example, NAFO’s Scientific Council has conducted density analyses to identify 

areas with high concentrations of VME indicator species (Kenchington et al. 2019). Despite 

these efforts, assessments indicate that current NAFO VME closures are not protecting most 

VME habitats or biomass. In 2019, percentages of individual VME indicator species that were 

fully unprotected ranged from 30 to 99.99 percent (Kenchington et al. 2019). In addition to 

illicit fishing effort likely having some impact on VMEs within closures, NEAFC’s VMEs are thus 

also vulnerable to industry activity, commercial trawling, and NAFO’s survey trawling 

practices—sometimes all at once as in the case of the sponge/coral closure. 

 
4.4 SEAFO 
 

Based on these results, illegal fishing took place inside most SEAFO VME closure 

polygons each year from 2017 to 2019 (Figures 17 and 18). Concentrated, high amounts of 

fishing effort usually occurred outside of closed areas—for example, in the EEZs of African 

nations (Figure 18). However, one closure polygon that did consistently have a high amount of 

fishing effort was the Africana seamount, a closure adjacent to the South African EEZ. In this 

area, there were hundreds to thousands of hours of fishing effort each year, accounting for 

most illegal fishing effort inside the SEAFO VME closure calculated in these analyses. In 2019, 

the effort near the Africana Seamount appears to be particularly centered around the closure 

area (see the easternmost polygon in Figure 18). 

Other closure polygons also have frequent vessel fishing activity even if those vessels 

are not fishing for large amounts of time. Polygons that are adjacent to EEZs are especially 

frequently fished, particularly those in close proximity to Africa. In addition to containing a large 

amount of effort, the Africana Seamount polygon is filled with vessel activity across the three 

years of this analysis (Figure 18). While they do not contain the same quantity of effort, the 

closure polygons adjacent to the EEZs of Ascension and Saint Helena are also fished throughout 

their entire areas (Figures 17–18). However, polygons close to the EEZs of island nations but far 
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from the African coast, such as those south and southwest of Tristan de Cunha, do not appear 

to have the same concentration of fishing effort or activity (Figures 17–18). Interestingly, there 

is one closure polygon near Ascension’s EEZ—located south of Ascension and west of Saint 

Helena—that initially contains no fishing effort but experiences an increase in vessel activity in 

2018 and 2019 (Figures 17–18), even though the total illegal fishing effort inside SEAFO’s VME 

closure decreases during this time.  

Unlike in NEAFC and NAFO, the location of bottom fishing areas does not fully explain 

these fishing patterns (Figure C4), and there appears to be less overall compliance with SEAFO’s 

VME closures than with those of other RFMOs. However, while all of this effort is illegal based 

on SEAFO’s regulations, most of it was not conducted with bottom-contact gear, the type of 

gear known to be most destructive to VMEs. Besides approximately 266 hours of effort with set 

longlines—a gear type shown to inflict significantly less damage on the seabed than bottom 

trawling (Pham et al. 2014)—in 2018, this analysis did not identify the use of any other specific 

bottom-contact gears inside SEAFO’s VME closure from 2017 to 2019. 

Like other RFMOs with VME closures, though, the illegal fishing found in this analysis is 

potentially combining with other factors to leave VMEs inside SEAFO vulnerable to degradation. 

For example, SEAFO’s Scientific Committee, like other scientific advising groups, has noted the 

challenge of VME data availability when making recommendations. In some form, the areas of 

SEAFO closed to bottom fishing for the purposes of VME protection have been in existence 

since 2006 (SEAFO 2006). The closures were revised close to their current configuration in 2010 

based on the advice of the Scientific Committee (SEAFO 2010, SEAFO Scientific Committee 

2010). While providing recommendations for these revisions, the Scientific Committee noted 

that data on the distribution of VMEs in SEAFO’s convention area remained sparse, potentially 

causing many VMEs to go unrecognized except for specific seamounts hosting particularly 

vulnerable ecosystems (SEAFO Scientific Committee 2010). Still, bathymetric and oceanographic 

data were considered options to help “establish protective measures on a precautionary basis” 

(SEAFO Scientific Committee 2010).  

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2017 2018 2019 

SEAFO VME closure 

Figure 17 Locations of fishing activity inside and around SEAFO’s VME ABMT from 2017 to 2019. Because all gear types are prohibited inside this closure, each point represents all 
nonzero effort occurring at its location. Pink points indicate fishing effort classified as illegal (i.e., fishing effort inside the ABMT), blue points show fishing effort taking place within 
one degree of the closure boundary, and gray points depict all other effort. 
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SEAFO VME closure 

Figure 18 Quantity of fishing hours inside and around SEAFO’s VME ABMT from 2017 to 2019. Because all gear types are prohibited inside this closure, shaded areas represent all 
nonzero effort. Pink indicates a high amount of effort while blue indicates a low amount of effort. 
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Estimates of VME distribution suggest that the majority of SEAFO VMEs are not 

protected. As of 2011, SEAFO’s closed areas—which were the same then as today—

represented 19 percent of seamounts, 27 percent of seamounts with a summit shallower than 

2,000 meters, and 14 percent of bottom areas with depths shallower than 2,000 meters (SEAFO 

Scientific Committee 2011). In choosing which areas to close, SEAFO’s Scientific Committee 

discussed the importance of implementing closures in a variety of areas within SEAFO to 

protect different features that could be present in each region (SEAFO Scientific Committee 

2010). Additionally, rather than closing areas with the most exploitation, SEAFO focused on 

preserving areas that had been unexploited or slightly exploited (SEAFO Scientific Committee 

2011). Like NEAFC and NAFO, data scarcity coupled with the likelihood that at least some VMEs 

remain unprotected suggest that VMEs outside of closed areas are experiencing some level of 

destruction. Meanwhile, with SEAFO’s methodology for closure implementation, even the most 

pristine VMEs are still subject to the effects of the illegal fishing found in this analysis (although, 

as discussed above, the use of harmful bottom-contact gear types is likely infrequent from 

2017–2019).  

 
4.5 SIOFA 
 

Although my results found no fishing with gears classified as illegal inside SIOFA’s VME 

closure, the circumstances surrounding its establishment may provide insight into the overall 

protection of VMEs in SIOFA’s convention area. In 2006, the Southern Indian Ocean Deepwater 

Fisheries Association (SIODFA)—an industry group that “represents the interests of deep-sea 

fishing operators of the southern Indian Ocean [SIO] by promoting responsible management of 

the fisheries of the SIO and the conservation of deep-sea biodiversity” (SIODFA 2020)—

established 11 benthic protected areas closed to bottom trawling based upon bathymetric, 

inferred habitat, and biodiversity data collected from area operations. It created two additional 

protected areas in 2013 (SIODFA 2015). Rather than set aside large areas where trawling was 

prohibited, SIODFA selected “locali[z]ed areas of known value and representative benthic 

biodiversity”—primarily to avoid restricting activities such as mining, oil extraction, and 

research work across sizeable regions in case these protected areas became established MPAs 
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in the future (SIODFA 2015). In 2018, as proposed by Australia, SIOFA’s Scientific Committee 

evaluated 12 of these areas for protection and concluded that five should be designated as 

protected areas (SIOFA Scientific Committee 2018).  

Although these five closures are interim protected areas—i.e., they will be in place until 

additional advice from the Scientific Committee can be provided (SIOFA 2019)—it is still 

important that current VME protection in SIOFA’s convention area may not be sufficient. While 

the International Union for Conservation of Nature partnered with SIODFA in its designation of 

these benthic protected areas and supported their adoption by SIOFA (IUCN…2010; SIOFA 

Scientific Committee 2018), SIODFA described receiving quiet criticism from other 

environmental groups that they closed areas of no fishing importance, a charge that they deny 

(SIODFA 2015). If this accusation is true, it could help explain the lack of illegal fishing inside 

these closures, although it is possible that SIOFA’s observer requirements—100 percent 

scientific observer coverage for the duration of trips using trawl gear and 20 percent observer 

coverage for trips using any other bottom gear—help prevent some illicit fishing effort (SIOFA 

2019). Either way, the current SIOFA VME closures in place were created by an industry group 

that explicitly stated its avoidance of closing areas to allow for future industry operations, and 

these protected areas do not yet seem to have been evaluated by scientists. While these 

characteristics do not guarantee that some VMEs in SIOFA are left exposed to harmful fishing 

activity, they allow for this possibility—especially coupled with the scarce VME indicator taxa 

distribution data described by SIOFA’s Protected Areas and Ecosystems Working Group (SIOFA 

PAEWG 2021). Combined, these factors suggest that the lack of illegal fishing inside the recently 

designated SIOFA VME closures may not be an indicator of the protection of VMEs in SIOFA’s 

jurisdiction. 

 
4.6 Implications of insufficient VME protection 
 

 These results demonstrate that most VMEs protected by ABMTs on the high seas are 

likely still experiencing some bottom fishing pressure. Additionally, analyses of the regulations 

of RFMOs implementing VME closures indicate that there are often VMEs in their jurisdictions 

that remain unprotected or threatened due to factors like data paucity, frequent trawling, or 
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current or future industry activities. These threats are particularly concerning because of the 

level of damage that can be inflicted on VMEs by bottom-contact fishing gears. For example, 

bottom trawling has been compared to the act of clear-cutting forests in the literature (Watling 

and Norse 1998). The impacts of mobile bottom-contact fishing gears—including trawls and 

dredges—vary depending on the substrate type present but can included the removal of 

epifaunal invertebrates; homogenization of the seafloor; and the removal of organisms 

important for other species’ recruitment, habitat, and food (Watling and Norse 1998). The slow 

growth rates and longevity of some VME species mean that recovery from a disturbance, such 

as bottom trawling, can take a significant amount of time (Watling and Norse 1998). If bottom 

trawling occurs rapidly and repeatedly, species that need complex seabed structure to 

survive—some commercially important like grouper, snapper, and cod—may permanently 

disperse (Watling and Norse 1998). Combined, these effects can severely alter some of the 

most biologically productive areas of the ocean and result in economic consequences due to 

their role in diminishing certain fish species populations (Watling and Norse 1998).  

These impacts are visible in known VME areas. A recent survey of a specific seamount in 

the northeast Pacific, which has endured fishing impacts for at least 50 years, found widely 

distributed VME indicator taxa, and over half the area surveyed supports dense assemblages (at 

least one VME indicator per square meter; Du Preez et al. 2020). However, surveyors also 

documented bottom-fishing impacts that seemed to have persisted for decades, including fields 

of coral rubble and abundant derelict fishing gear (Du Preez et al. 2020). With the focus on VME 

protection beginning in the early 2000s and some RFMOs not implementing VME ABMTs until 

the 2010s, it is possible the impacts described in this study could exist in the protected VMEs 

examined here. They may exist in unprotected VMEs as well: to help understand the location of 

VMEs, most RFMOs have regulations known as “move-on rules” that require vessels to stop 

fishing when they encounter a certain amount of VME indicator species in their fishing gear. 

However, the thresholds in place are often high enough that, if sufficient VME indicator species 

are caught to meet them, significant damage will have already occurred to the VME (DSCC 

2016). Thus, although the northeast Pacific seamount’s capacity for dense growth even after 50 
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yeas of bottom fishing is encouraging, VME relief from stressors through sound management 

and enforcement is still needed (Du Preez et al. 2020). 

 While trawls are one of the gear types most destructive to VMEs, this analysis also 

makes assumptions about this gear when calculating illegal fishing effort. Because the dataset 

used does not distinguish between pelagic and bottom trawls, it is possible that some of the 

trawling effort identified as illegal fishing inside VME closures is pelagic trawling, which would 

not violate regulations (except in SEAFO’s VME closure, where all fishing is prohibited). 

However, the SPRFMO Scientific Committee—the scientific advising body to an RFMO with no 

closures analyzed in this study—found that, when vessels were midwater trawling for bentho-

pelagic species, 10 percent of tows contacted the seabed (Tingley 2014). While midwater trawls 

cannot be distinguished from bottom trawls in this analysis, the inclusion of both trawl types 

does allow for the possibility that midwater trawls, in addition to bottom trawls, can cause 

seafloor damage. 

 
4.7 Assumptions, limitations, and future work 
 

 In addition to the assumptions of this analysis discussed explicitly above—the use of 

gear types as a proxy for effort directed towards a specific species (section 4.3) and possible 

overestimation of illegal trawling (sections 2.3, 4.3, and 4.6)—I used an assumption to analyze 

one additional closure. The regulation implementing IATTC’s corralito ABMT applies only to 

specific purse-seine vessels. In el corralito, purse-seiners with more than 182 metric tons of 

carrying capacity are prohibited from fishing for yellowfin, bigeye, and skipjack tunas. For this 

closure, it was assumed that vessels inside and around el corralito—that is, more than 200 

miles from shore—would likely be more than 182 metric tons. All purse seines, not just tuna 

purse seines, were categorized as illegal gears to allow for the possibility that tunas were being 

caught using different purse seine types. Despite these assumptions that could lead to an 

overestimation of effort, no fishing classified as illegal was found in the corralito closure in 

2017, 2018, or 2019. 

 External limitations may also influence this analysis. AIS is estimated to be present on 

50–75 percent of fishing vessels longer than 24 meters and more than 75 percent of vessels 
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longer than 36 meters; that is, most vessels that have the capacity to fish on the high seas, as 

many as 80 percent, are likely equipped with AIS (GFW [date unknown], Kroodsma et al. 2018). 

However, AIS requirements for fishing vessels vary highly by country and organization, and 

overall, AIS is present on only a fraction of the world’s motorized vessels (Dunn et al. 2018; 

Kroodsma et al. 2018). It is thus possible that there are illegal fishing activities perpetuated in 

these ABMTs by vessels that are not required to have AIS on board. Data spatial resolution is 

another possible limitation of this study. While this dataset is fine-scale—fishing effort is 

represented in areas of 0.01 degrees by 0.01 degrees—it is possible that small amounts of 

fishing effort in grid cells straddling closure boundaries are incorrectly included in or excluded 

from illegal fishing calculations. 

 These results suggest possible areas of future work. Two RFMOs examined here, SEAFO 

and SIOFA, describe VME protection strategies that involve conserving multiple small regions 

representative of unique benthic assemblages. An evaluation of this strategy in the context of 

RFMO regulations and high seas ecosystems, including a discussion of the ease of commercial 

fishing vessel compliance with many small protected areas, would be a useful addition to the 

current body of literature on the success of different ABMT and MPA types. Additionally, the 

results of this study differ from the compliance assessments reported by RFMOs that offer 

publicly available evaluations of vessel compliance with their closed areas (NAFO and NEAFC). If 

feasible with the information made accessible by RFMOs, a deeper analysis of how RFMOs 

evaluate compliance and where these differences arise could add more dimension to 

discussions of illegal fishing inside high seas ABMTs. Finally, while closure fishing effort was 

visually compared to fishing effort surrounding closures in this study, an analysis of how fishing 

effort quantities change with distances away from closure boundaries could help evaluate 

fishing pressure on closure edges and reveal if vessels are fishing the line. 

 
4.8 Conclusions 
 

Analysis of the illegal fishing effort calculated in this study—as well as its scientific and 

regulatory context—demonstrates that although many closures appear to have reduced effort 

relative to surrounding areas, prohibited activity inside ABMTs could compound with other 
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factors to threaten marine habitats. For closures designed to protect VMEs, illegal effort may 

combine with the host of other complications surrounding VME conservation that are present 

in multiple RFMOs. These challenges include data scarcity, the lack of RFMO responsiveness to 

scientific advice, and the presence of VME-harming activity just outside closure boundaries. Of 

particular concern are bottom fishing areas located adjacent to VME closures, which result in 

noticeably more illegal fishing effort in those closures in two different RFMOs. Although data 

about VME location are sparse, the small proportion of these habitats estimated to be 

protected in many RFMOs suggests that most VMEs are more subject to destructive activities 

than their enclosed counterparts.  

Other factors may also affect the success of ABMTs with which vessels are relatively 

compliant. Some long-standing closures designed to protect fish stocks with low numbers have 

small amounts of fishing effort, but the fish species have not recovered, suggesting that new 

management strategies are needed to combat other stock threats. Additionally, vessels are 

perfectly compliant with the only closure analyzed designed to protect highly migratory fish 

species and appear to be responsive to shifts in its regulations. However, this closure is 

estimated to be only a small part of the management program for these stocks, and their health 

overwhelmingly depends on the success of other measures. Ultimately, these analyses give 

insight into the success of current RFMO closures and suggest future considerations in the use 

of ABMTs by regional fishery bodies—timely findings as scientists and managers work to meet 

the United Nations goal of conserving 10 percent of coastal and marine areas worldwide. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A: Measures implementing analyzed closures 
 
Table A1 RFMO regulations, resolutions, and recommendations implementing the ABMTs analyzed in this study. Italicized measure titles 
indicate that the measure implementing the closure changes across years. CEM, CM, and CMM stand for the different ways some RFMOs 
identify their measures: conservation and enforcement measure, conservation measure, and conservation and management measure, 
respectively. 

RFMO ABMT 2017 2018 2019 

IATTC El Corralito 
Resolution C-17-01 as amended 
by Resolution C-17-02  

Resolution C-17-02  Resolution C-17-02  

NAFO 

Shrimp 3L CEM 2017, Article 9 CEM 2018, Article 9 CEM 2019, Article 9 

Shrimp 3M CEM 2017, Article 9 CEM 2018, Article 9 CEM 2019, Article 9 

Squid CEM 2017, Article 11  CEM 2018, Article 11  CEM 2019, Article 11  

VME coral 3O CEM 2017, Article 17 CEM 2018, Article 17 CEM 2019, Article 17 

VME seamount CEM 2017, Article 17 CEM 2018, Article 17 CEM 2019, Article 17 

VME sponge/coral CEM 2017, Article 17 CEM 2018, Article 17 CEM 2019, Article 17 

NEAFC 

Blue ling Rec. 7:2017  Rec. 7:2017  Rec. 7:2017  

Rockall haddock Rec. 5:2017  Rec. 5:2018  Rec.  5:2019  

VME Rec. 19:2014 (as amended by 
Rec. 09:2015 and Rec. 10:2018)  

Rec. 19:2014 (as amended by 
Rec. 09:2015 and Rec. 10:2018) 

Rec. 19:2014 (as amended by 
Rec. 09:2015 and Rec. 10:2018) 

SEAFO 

Bottom fishing CM 30/15 CM 30/15 CM 30/15 

VME CM 30/15 CM 30/15 CM 30/15 

VME Valdivia Bank CM 30/15 CM 30/15 CM 30/15 

SIOFA VME N/A CMM 2018/01  CMM 2019/01  

 
 
A.1 References for all RFMO measures implementing analyzed closures 
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01_Tuna%20conservation%20in%20the%20EPO%202017.pdf.  
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[NAFO] Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization. 2017. Conservation and Enforcement 
Measures 2017. Available from:https://www.nafo.int/Portals/0/PDFs/fc/2017/CEM-
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Appendix B: Fishing effort in the one-degree area surrounding selected temporal closures 
 

 
 

 
Figure B1 Hours of fishing effort in the one-degree area (the buffer) surrounding IATTC’s corralito closure boundary. Only effort 
with gear types classified as illegal inside el corralito—i.e., all purse seine types—is displayed. Purse seine effort is shown when 
the closure both is and is not in effect. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buffer of IATTC corralito closure (in effect October 9—November 8) 
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Figure B2 Hours of fishing effort in the one-degree area (the buffer) surrounding NAFO’s shrimp 3M closure boundary. Only 
effort with gear types classified as illegal inside the shrimp 3M closure—i.e., trawls—is displayed. Trawl effort is shown when 
the closure both is and is not in effect. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Buffer of NAFO shrimp 3M closure (in effect June 1—December 31) 
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Appendix C: Maps of bottom fishing and oil and gas activity 
 

 
Figure C1 NEAFC VME closures (red) and areas open to bottom fishing (green) inside the NEAFC Regulatory Area (red outline; 
ICES 2017a).   

 
 

ICES Special Request Advice   Published 20 June 2017 
sr.2017.11 
  

ICES Advice 2017  3 

 
Figure 1 VME closures (red areas) and existing fishing areas (green areas) within the NEAFC Regulatory Area (red line outline). The 

inset highlights the portion of the NEAFC Regulatory Area that contains VME closures and existing fishing areas. 
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Figure C2 NAFO VME closures (red) and areas open to bottom fishing (green) inside the NAFO Regulatory Area (blue outline; 
MCI 2016).   

REVIEW – Deep Sea Conservation Coalition August 2016                                                                                                                                           21

49 NEAFC. (2015, November). Annual overview of bottom fishing in the NEAFC Regulatory Area (AM 2015-53, 34th Annual Meeting of the North East  
Atlantic Fisheries Commission).
50 Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO). (n.d.). The NAFO Convention Area. Retrieved from http://www.nafo.int/about/frames/area.html.
51 Ibid.

2.2 NORTHWEST ATLANTIC
 
The regulation of bottom fisheries on the high seas of the Northwest Atlantic is governed 
by the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO). The NAFO Convention Area 
encompasses a very large portion of the Atlantic Ocean, covering a total of 6,551,289 
km2 and including the 200-mile EEZs under the jurisdiction of four coastal states  
(the United States, Canada, St. Pierre et Miquelon and Greenland).50 Management by 
NAFO, however, applies only to the 2,707,895 km2 of ocean outside the EEZs, known  
as the NAFO Regulatory Area (NRA).51

NAFO

SOURCE: MARINE CONSERVATION INSTITUTE 2016
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Figure C3 Conflicts between NAFO’s sponge/coral closure and oil and gas activity (NAFO Scientific Council 2020). 
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within the NRA. The present MSP exercise (Durán Muñoz et al., 2020) pays special attention to the apparent 
significant spatial overlap between oil and gas exploration and proposed production activities, fisheries and 
VME in the Flemish Pass area, as well as to the potential conflicts between users of the marine space (e.g. 
reduction of fishing opportunities) and between users and the environment (Fig. 2).  This map reveals the 
overlap (and potential conflicts) between different regulatory and jurisdictional frameworks (e.g. areas 
closed to bottom fishing are currently open to oil and gas exploration and production).  

 

 

Figure 1.11. Map of the Flemish Cap-Flemish Pass area (Div. 3LM) showing the potential conflicts 
 between different users of the marine space (e.g. oil and gas vs. fisheries) and 
 between users and environment (oil and gas vs. VMEs). The yellow star indicates 
 the location of the proposed production installation within the Bay du Nord 
 Development Project (outlined in blue). Sources (2018): NAFO, C-NLOPB and CBD. 

Synthesis of offshore petroleum activities in 3KLMN 

Offshore petroleum activities have been occurring in NAFO divisions 3KLMN for decades. The first drilling 
activities began in the 1960s, reservoirs were discovered in the 1970s and by 1997 the first oil producing 
platform (Hibernia) began operation. Today the most intense offshore activity is concentrated in 3L with four 
petroleum producing platforms assembled in the Jeanne d’Arc basin area. 3KMN is currently subject to 
exploration activity only, except for the relatively recent significant development licenses located in the Bay 
du Nord area in 3M (Fig. 3). 
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Figure C4 SEAFO VME closures (red; note that these areas are closed to all gears, not just trawls) and areas open to bottom 
fishing (green), along with some closures prohibiting certain gears, inside the NAFO Regulatory Area (blue outline; MCI 2016).  
Also note that the southernmost orange areas only permit set longlines, not all longlines and pots, and that the orange area in 
the inset permits pots and set longlines, not pots and all longlines. 
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3.0 SOUTH ATLANTIC
3.1 SOUTH EAST ATLANTIC
 
The regulation of bottom fisheries on the high seas of the Southeast Atlantic 
is governed by the South East Atlantic Fisheries Organisation (SEAFO). The 
Convention Area covers a sizable part of the high seas of the South East Atlantic 
Ocean, encompassing all the waters beyond areas of national jurisdiction in a 
region bounded by parallel lines of latitude and meridians of longitude, and the 
EEZs of west and southern African states.101

SEAFO

FIGURE 9
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